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I have left South Africa, but not my connection with that
land, I said in many of my speeches during the final days that
I woud not give up that connection. My writings in Indian Opinion
will furnish some proof of my keeping the promise, In them, I
shall express my thoughts from time to time, hoping that readers
will like them and find them useful as well,
I am commencing this article on board the Kin/ams Coil/*.
Five days have passed since we left the Cape. We are travelling
third class, Mr. Kallenbach, my wife and I. This is my first
experience of a voyage to England in this class. Of first class I
have had experience on several occasions, I must say that we
are happier in third class than we could have been in first There
are no attendants here keeping constant watch on us* We feel
no pricking of conscience that we are living in special style,
segregated from the poor. One does not have here the feelmg of
closeness one has in first class, nor has one to submit oneself to
meaningless conventions. There are no inconveniences in parti-
cular. The usual ones which attend on poverty prove wholesome
in the end* I do not mean by these comments of mine that every
Indian should travel third class. I have always felt that those
who arc rich and wish to live among the rich must, of course,
travel first class, as a matter of duty at least; otherwise, we are
likely to invite the charge of miserliness. It is certain, however,
that travelling in first class for the sake erf1 better comforts is sia*
fuL Men like me, moreover, who travel at public expense and
whose mode of travelling has no bearing on the prestige of their
community must necessarily travel third class, or in a still lowtr
class, if there be any.
All three of us live almost entirely on fruit, though we code
fruit which may not have ripened, or boil things like groundnuts.
The labour is generally Mr. Kallenbach's, He has at present
accepted manual work as a kind of religion and takes joy in it
For Mr. Kallenbach and my wife, this is the first occasion when
they have had no sea-sickness. I believe it is their sample habits
and their fruit diet which have made the difference, We are
getting more convinced by experience every day that a fruit diet

